
Exhibit in the Continente Shopping mall

Baby amazon
leaves the nest
box!
The first amazon born during
the rehabilitation process
has already left the nest box.
Check out the videos in our
YouTube channel!

Traveling exhibition in São
José, SC
The reintroduction of the vinaceous-
breasted-amazon in the Araucárias
National Parkis the theme of the
photographic travelling exhibition “Back to
the forest” which is shown in the
Continente Shopping from 24th of
February to 26th of March. Free entrance.
Do not miss it!
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Environmental
Education
Last month, Marcelo K.
Sato, master student from
São Paulo University,
joined our team! He will be
with us for the next months
involving children from
Passos Maia and Ponte
Serrada in educational
activities of storytelling
linked to conservation and
science outreach. 
Like our Facebook Page
and follow the narratives'
writing process which will be broadcasted as a radio novel and a short film!

What does a parrot and
an ibis has in common?
Ibisring is an European organisation
dedicated to birds from the ibis and
spoonbill family. But their awareness
and concerns goes far beyong these
species and so they joined the Espaço
Silvetre Institute in the vinaceous-
breasted-amazon protection! Selling the
Scarlet ibis keychains handcrafted by
the Amigas dos Roxinhos is the first
result from this alliance for the

protection of Braziilian wildlife. Like the Ibisring facebook page and buy the ibis keychain.

International guests
In February, we had the honor of receiving
Roelant Jonker and Grace Innemee, our first
Dutch guests! The director of the City Parrots and
the ABUN's artist visited the Vinaceous-breasted
amazon art exhibition in the city hall of Ponte
Serrada. We hope that everyone who
participates in this wonderful initiative that brings
together artists and biologists from all over the world can see their works exhibited in the city
where the Araucarias National Park is located.
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We won the Holohil Grant
Program!
Espaço Silvestre Institute is the winner of
the Holohil Grant Program!! We were
granted some radio-collars which will be
very important for monitoring the amazons
which will be released this year in the
Araucárias National Park. We are very
thankful to this world-renowned enterprise
for believing and supporting our work.

Toward to the fifth release!

Sponsors
Our work is only possible thanks to sponsors and partners. You can contribute with monthly
donation starting from 20 dollars. You also can donate without spending any money, just by using
the app O Polen during your online shopping.
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